ZIMBABWE

1. BERSERK
Save a listen in the world
I haven’t seen the smiles
Take your solace to the womb
We cannot hear the lies
Hear the glisten in the air
I cannot see for miles
Save our listen in the world
I haven’t been that child
So take that dream apart
So save my broken heart
This is infinite spoken like a policy
Cold as a frozen Haitian
Scattered like a broken nation
Cause of infamy, indeed we have a hazing
Inside a battered psyche
Go berserk as freedom’s mindless
Who is simple times
What is freedom, what is mine
Gone is hatred from this way
Captured from another day
Simple is simple times
Wretched man and horrid rhymes
Build upon a solid state
Madness enters state of grace
Save a listen in the world
It’s dying without cries
When a simple word expires
It’s only there for lies
Reaching for an empty space
No longer is it here
Kiss me once upon my face
Alleviate my fear
So take that dream apart
So save my broken heart
This is infinite spoken like a policy
Cold as a frozen Haitian
Scattered like a broken nation
Cause of infamy, indeed we have a hazing
Inside a battered psyche
Go berserk as freedom’s mindless

2. CREATED OBJECTS
You will rise all in deeds
Wind will raise a billowed sail
You will rise on this day
Breath of life will fill the sail
Is it safe to follow me
Every time I go to hell
You pick me up and fill my sail
Wretched man with severed days
Reaching up with open arms
Is it safe to follow me
I get up unwanted day
Falling down then take a fail
Crawling from a wooden idol
On my knees I fill my sail

3. DEAD ON
You will beg it
See it through
Make our country
Safe for you
Kill those rising
Keep it neat
Shame upon us
Shave it clean
We are used to this
Nothing else can save us
And is felt the kiss
Of the ones who hate us
Tell our nation
You will leave
Save our nation
Set us free
Don’t you wonder
What it takes
With the knowledge
Of this place
We are used to this
Nothing else can save us
And is felt the kiss
Of the ones who hate us

4. ICONS
Save a listen and you will surely see
Bring your liquor into the limousine
All you idols die and falling down to earth
Never thinking how we follow every word
Can you tell us all that’s decadent is right
Shadows figure as a bullet in the night
Watch the silver pour from kettles in the air
Climbing wall upon the riches of despair
Which division is the wiser man of age
Symbolism is the keeper of the game
Rise upon it and we’ll find another way
Keep on churning, yes you’ll end another day

5. LAST
Yes, this is it, the fall of a nation
Give it a bit, a total stagnation
Isn’t it right to feel this elation
This is the thing, it’s begging us on
I live in this town
I falling us down
You see it come near
You live in it’s fear
Crashing into a sinister ego
Stealing our rights, a terrible window
Making us kneel before the bright idol
Making us feel like pigs in a silo
I live in this town
I falling us down
You see it come near
You live in it’s fear
Lighting the fire of bald insurrection
Tipping the scales to reach imperfection
I see the road ahead of us turning
I see the road ahead of us end
I live in this town
I falling us down
You see it come near
You live in it’s fear

6. LEMMING TO GO
Crazy in a windstorm
A sanctuary, a mind blown
Crazy like a whirlpool
Be a mercenary, is your mind blown
Here is acidation
Running over me
Sure it isn’t patience
Blue and purple trees
Live in reservation
Treated like we died
All around a summer’s eve
Counting down the time
Rapture on the cliff’s edge
A siren’s voice, it calls to me
Danger on the precipice
A life gone, it’s a destiny
Here is acidation
Running over me
Sure it isn’t patience
Blue and purple trees
Live in reservation
Treated like we died
All around a summer’s eve
Counting down the time

7. MARKER 1
Rolling down my face
Spread your hand again
Give it extra time
Coming down to face
Can you feel the strain
Calling down my name
They can see me never
Crossing over the river
Rolling down my face
I can see my friends
Falling down the end
Falling down the ens
Row a little distance
Mark the time
Can you feel that time
Everlasting place
Crawling down to me
Crawling down to see
Now my mind is made
In your mind it’s gone
Nothing isn’t real
Nothing isn’t wrong
Marker as it seems
Distance is this small
Give it all to time
We will always know
Row a little distance
Mark the time

8. PACIFICA
Sitting in a room alone with me
Walls upon this earth are all the same
Shadows coming out of early mind
Catch a fire and nothing happening
Reasoning comes down to fiery pain
Sharper is as sharp as I will need
Jesus Christ was born among the men
Digging deep to sever all my veins

9. PRETTY ONE
Fist of fight, dead of night
Reacharound, solid bound
Sick of this, sick of mind
Listing thus there’s no fight
Find myself in a state
Build upon, generate
Crystal want, grist of hate
Finding me in this place
She is not just a common one
She will never believe in me
She is something so special and
She is not just a pretty one
Pick it spare, semblance time
Gracious punt, filled with mine
Run to land, right to feel
Show your face, show it’s real
Walls on ground, ceilings right
Shake a mind, feel it tight
Walking down to the sea
Looking past the man that’s me
She is not just a common one
She will never believe in me
She is something so special and
She is not just a pretty one

10. RANGEFINDER
Shake upon a mystery in this game
In a single act of pain
Force it into nothing it will be
I am holding again
Focused are two lovers in the rain
I am hungry for the same as it is
And wallow in the summer’s softly down
I can see it every day every day every day
Watch them as they walk among the leaves
I will always see them there
I’m alone

11. RUTTER’S CULT
We’ll take our place
It’s child’s play
I’ll run this race
From fallen days
To be alone
It’s child’s play
I’ll never move
It’s child’s play
Feel like a prisoner
Always like a blackened day
It is such a wild way
It’s child’s play
The sinner’s price
The simple day
The love is all religion
Along the way
The sinner’s right
The simple day
The love is all religion
The simple turning away
We’ll find a way
To meet the end
A casual glance
A lover’s friend
Can’t see the eyes
Of looking down
A wonder of
A frigid frown
Step inside an empty room
Blazing with the light of day
Wizened stories come to mind
That smile’s kind
Wild is the innocence
Wild is every day
Wild is impatience
Wild is an empty sky
Wild is foolish patience
Wild is the roving eye
We’ll take our place
It’s child’s play
I’ll run this race
From fallen days
To be alone
It’s child’s play
I’ll never move
It’s child’s play
Feel like a prisoner
Always like a blackened day
It is such a wild way
It’s child’s play
The sinner’s price
The simple day
The love is all religion
Along the way
The sinner’s right
The simple day
The love is all religion
The simple turning away

12. SCRUB
Crave a lot to follow what you see
Shake a bag go falling down to me
Can you see I’m going to insane
Realize the numbers haven’t faded
Painting all the colors that you see
Running from the colors that you be
Is it a silver fish
Floating on a golden river
Isn’t it a sepia face
Living as a haunted image
Holding down a summer’s angel
Breaking up a simple pattern
Squares and circles float again
Swimming on a languid ocean
Rage will scrub the flotsam all away
Sinner’s contraception from the day
Teach the ones who know that I am free
Hear those voices calling out to me
Why don’t you accept me falling down
Why must all the matter now be found
Is it a silver fish
Floating on a golden river
Isn’t it a sepia face
Living as a haunted image
Holding down a summer’s angel
Breaking up a simple pattern
Squares and circles float again
Swimming on a languid ocean

13. SPECIES OF WHICH
Breaking down in innocence
Breaking down to me
There’s another reticence
Waiting there to see
Shape, it’s rising heaven manna
Tear it off for me
Breaking down in innocence
Pull it down to be
It’s a mystery
Shake it out now
It’s a mystery
And it feels right
It’s a cold cold day
And the sun’s sone
It’s a mystery
In a black night
Stay the course of anarchy
Leave our love alone
Sense these days of happiness
Have already gone
Treasure all diversity
Don’t you get me wrong
We’ll get through adversity
I’ll get through this song
It’s a mystery
Shake it out now
It’s a mystery
And it feels right
It’s a cold cold day
And the sun’s sone
It’s a mystery
In a black night

14. TWISTED TRUNK
It will say in the windows at night
It will be in the window at night
It’s a face looking inside at me
It’s a twisted trunk of a tree
You want to find there’s something
It’s not the same as me
You want to see that nothing
Is just as sane as me
In an age where dreams are so rare
There’s a face that stares from out there
And it seems it’s laughing at me
It’s a tale of a twisted old tree
You want to find there’s something
It’s not the same as me
You want to see that nothing
Is just as sane as me
Real eyes

15. WARTHOG
Hail
Fall
For
Simple in a tale of every man
Raise
For
Peace
Save our world from common goal of hate
Reach
Out
Now
Ugly is as ugly does for life

